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Abstract  In recent years, biometric technologies, such as iris, facial, and finger vein recognition,have reached 

consumers and are being increasingly applied. However, it remains unknown whether these highly specific 

biometric technologies are as safe as declared by their manufacturers. As three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction 

based on medical imaging and 3D printing are being developed, these biometric technologies may face severe 

challenges.    

 

Introduction 

Biometrics is an identification technology that uses human biological traits and comprises fingerprint, face, 

iris, and finger vein recognition [1]. Most people believe that biometric technology, which has a high degree of 

uniqueness,is very advanced and secure. In fact, if some medical imaging materials typically used by physicians 

were made available, many biometric systems would be easy to crack. 

The insecurity of fingerprinting identification is well known.Models for copying fingerprints to fake time 

attendance systems in universities and companies have even evolved into a small-scale industry [2]. Hence, iPhone 

X began using Face ID to replace Touch ID. Given the iPhone’s tremendous consumer influence, facial recognition 

is likely to become a popular biometric technology in the coming years. However, whether facial recognition is as 

safe as we believe it is remains unknown. Facial three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction at various levels of 

precision can be accomplished via several methods, such as traditional computed tomography (CT), magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI), cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT, used in dental scanning), and medical 3D 

scanner[3-5]. We are interested in learning whether reconstructing faces using these techniques can be 3D printed 

and used to crack facial recognition systems. 

 

Hypothesis 

Will medical imaging development threaten biometric technology?Accurately reconstructing the human face 

can be accomplished by using multiview imaging or medical 3D scanner and subsequently be  printed on 
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